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Custom Fruit Infusers
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the recommended
amount of fruit one should eat daily is between 1 and 2 cups,
depending on age and gender. Eating a diet rich in fruits and
vegetables as part of an overall healthy diet may reduce risk for
heart disease and strokes, as well as possibly protect against
certain types of cancers. Fruits and vegetables also contain fiber,
potassium and a rich amount of nutrients, plus are normally low in
calories, which also aids with kidney stones, diabetes, high blood
pressure, bone loss, and obesity. With all these benefits, why
wouldn't anyone want to make fruit part of their daily diet?

At Positive Promotions, our wide selection of custom fruit infusers
will freshen up your campaigns as they provide recipients with a
unique and trendy way of adding fruit to their everyday diet, having a
refreshing post-workout drink, or enjoying a healthy mid-day snack.
Drinking fruit infused water, which is extremely popular in spas
around the world, can help with detoxification, increased energy, and
hydration, as well as offering a healthier and more flavorful
alternative to sugary, chemical-laden sodas or juices, instead
providing vitamins and antioxidants. For instance, a glass of fresh-
squeezed orange juice can contain over 240 calories, while three
orange slices in infused water has approximately 30 calories.

All of our fruit infuser water bottles are easy to use, easy to clean,
and BPA-free, so they're eco-friendly, too! Just fill the removable
infuser basket with real fruit (or herbs); it will filter out the seeds and
pulp as it adds a refreshing and natural burst of flavor to plain water.
Most of our promotional fruit infusers also come with a card featuring
handy instructions on one side and delicious recipes on the other.
They even make drinking water more appealing to adults and
children who don't enjoy the taste of plain water. Check out the
recipe below for one easy way to enjoy your new infuser.

Best of all, you can add your custom logo or message to many of
our fruit infuser drinkware for trade shows, health fairs, fundraisers,
or nearly any event. Offer them as giveaways, rewards, or raffle
prizes. Every time customers, clients, employees, or community
members make themselves a healthy beverage or take it on the go,
they'll be reminded of your name, your services, and your
thoughtfulness!

Ingredients:
[Based on 16 oz. water bottle]
! cup grape juice
" cup apple juice
" cup orange juice
Splash of lime juice
1 orange slice
1 strawberry, sliced
1 apple slice
" cup club soda or sparkling water
Ice cubes

Fill water bottle nearly halfway with ice cubes
Add fruit to the infuser portion
Add juices to water bottle
Add club soda/sparkling water
Insert the infuser per the water bottle instructions
Wait 2-3 minutes to allow for some infusion (and
chilling), then enjoy!

Don't be afraid to try new combinations and mix flavors, such as Cucumber and Mint; Lemon and Raspberry;
Orange, Blueberry and Basil; or Mango Pineapple
Add fresh herbs to make it even more elegant and enjoyable.
You can also try our special glass fruit infuser for hot or cold beverages to create your own herbal or flavored
teas—and take it on the go!

Fruit Infuser Recipes
The simplest way to enjoy a fruit infuser water bottle is to add your favorite fruit to the infuser and add water. From
strawberries to limes to cucumbers, it's a refreshing way to jazz up plain water and enjoy the benefits of fruit juice. Here
is an easy-to-follow recipe you can try:

Non-Alcoholic Sangria for One
Adults can also use a fruit infuser water bottle to make a delicious and refreshing single serving of "Virgin" Sangria, a
non-alcoholic version of the traditional Spanish cocktail. You can always experiment with the juices and fruits, according
to taste, but here's one recipe that's a favorite of some of our Marketing Managers

More Tips For Enjoying Fruit Infusers:

Create A Fruitful Business Relationship with Custom Fruit Infusers
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